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Abstract—A broadband flexible fully textile-integrated band-
stop frequency selective surface working at a central frequency of
5 GHz and presenting a 1.8 GHz bandwidth has been designed,
manufactured and experimentally characterised. The frequency
selective surface consists of two isolated layers of periodic
square-shaped conductive rings and, due to its symmetries, its
performance is largely independent of polarisation and angle
of incidence. The textile frequency selective surface has been
simulated and experimentally validated under bent conditions
providing a stable performance.
Index Terms—Flexible, frequency selective surface (FSS),
bandstop, textile, textile-integrated circuits.
I. INTRODUCTION
DURING the last few years, there has been an over-whelming interest in frequency selective surfaces (FSS)
due to the wide number of applications in which they can be
used [1], such as absorbers [2], artificial magnetic conductors
[3], electromagnetic shielding, among others. The electromag-
netic shielding can be achieved thanks to the bandpass [4]
or bandstop [5, 6] responses of the FSS, depending on the
periodic structure.
Different approaches have been used to develop FSS, from
conventional designs based on resonators implemented over
rigid substrates [7–9], FSS based on 3D printing [10], the
use of high permittivity ceramic materials in order to avoid
conductive materials [11], thicker multiband designs based
on substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) technology [12]
or multilayered designs [13]. The before mentioned alterna-
tives present different advantages, such as the possibility of
achieving high precision details in the fabricated prototypes.
Nevertheless, none of them are flexible or washable through
industrial processes, and their dimensions are constrained by
the prototyping machine or 3D printer, leading to a limited
number of unit cells in the manufactured design.
Some solutions have also been developed to integrate the
FSS into the textile. As an example, in [14], a flexible and
portable textile-reflectarray backed by an FSS is proposed
using two separate embroidered fabrics connected through
Velcros. However, this solution requires two fabrics and is
not appropiate for low profile applications. In [15], an inkjet
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printed FSS over a fabric is presented, whereas in [16], an
FSS is proposed employing the screen printing technology.
These procedures present the difficulty of achieving a thin and
conductive printed layer over an uneven substrate, leading to
the necessity of double-printing the layout or using interme-
diate impermeable coatings between the fabric and the ink,
increasing the number of required subprocesses. Furthermore,
the ink must be properly printed on the fabric to avoid its
deterioration due to the wear out.
With the aim of pushing textile components to the mi-
crowave range, a weaving-based procedure to design, simulate
and manufacture RF textile-integrated structures has already
been thoroughly discussed in [17, 18]. Moreover, this weaving-
based procedure presents the advantage of avoiding posterior
adhesives, coatings or sewing procedures to manufacture the
flexible prototypes. For applications such as momentarily
shielding a room from a certain frequency, a flexible woven
structure can work as a smart curtain, which is easy to install,
uninstall, keep or transport. Moreover, industrial weaving
looms allow the automatically manufacturing of very large
prototypes, in comparison with standard prototyping machines.
For this reason, flexible textile-integrated FSS can overcome
the problems attributed to standard FSS, opening a new field
of research.
In this paper, a broadband flexible fully textile-integrated
bandstop FSS has been designed. It can be manufactured
with existing industrial textile machinery, making it suitable
for mass production in larger dimensions than conventional
FSS based on rigid substrates. The proposed FSS is based on
two isolated layers of periodic conductive square-rings and its
performance is independent of the incident wave direction and
polarisation. Moreover, the proposed FSS has been simulated
and experimentally validated under bent conditions, providing
a stable performance.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section II, the structure
of the FSS will be explained. In Section III, a description of
the employed materials will be presented. In Section IV, the
translation into a woven FSS will be discussed. In Section V,
the simulated data will be presented. In Section VI, the fab-
rication process of the FSS will be explained. In Section VII,
the experimental validation will be presented and discussed.
II. STRUCTURE OF THE FSS
A broadband bandstop FSS is proposed to work at 5 GHz
with a 1:8 GHz bandwidth. The FSS has been designed from
a unit cell to which periodic boundary conditions (PBC)
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TABLE I
DIMENSIONS OF THE FSS
Dimensions (mm)
Top layer Bottom layer Unit cell
LT WT LB WB L H
34 5 30 7:5 45 1
have been applied, leading to an ideal infinite FSS. Figure
1a represents an overview of the unit cell and the boundary
conditions. The tangential component of the magnetic field,
HT, in the two boundaries which are parallel to the YZ–plane
is zero and the tangential component of the electric field, ET,
in the two boundaries which are parallel to the XZ–plane
is zero, leading to a PBC environment. The unit cell has
been iluminated with a plane wave, whose polarisation axis
is vertically oriented (Y–axis), propagating in the kˆ direction
from port 1 to port 2, so that the S21 parameter can be
calculated.
Figure 1b depicts a side view of the unit cell and its
layers. The unit cell is composed of three layers, the top
and the bottom layers which are separated by an isulating
layer (middle layer), leading to a total height of the unit cell
denoted by H. The top layer of the unit cell is composed of
a square-shaped ring resonator, whose side and width are LT
and WT, respectively, as it can be seen in Fig. 1c. Similarly,
the bottom layer of the unit cell is composed of a square-
shaped ring resonator, whose side and width are LB and WB,
respectively, as it can be seen in Fig. 1d. The total length of
the square-shaped unit cell is L. All the mentioned dimensions
are summarised in Table I.
The proposed FSS is fully integrated in textile, therefore,
the conductive and dielectric parts are manufactured using
different types of threads. The employed materials will be
explained in Section III and the translation into a woven
prototype will be detailed in Section IV. For this reason, the
dimensions summarised in Table I have been calculated once
a sample of the textile substrate has been electromagnetically
characterised, as it will be explained in Section IV.
III. DESCRIPTION OF THE EMPLOYED MATERIALS
Different materials have been employed for the design of the
FSS, for both the weft and the warp directions. The weft direc-
tion coincides with the width of the fabric and, consequently,
with the width of the loom, while the warp direction coincides
with the length of the fabric. The warp threads are previously
assembled in the loom, whereas the weft yarns are successively
inserted in the woven structure during the fabrication process.
In the proposed FSS, the warp direction coincides with the
direction of the Y–axis. Consequently, the weft direction is
oriented in the X–axis direction. In this section, a description
of the employed materials and, therefore, the structure of the
woven substrate is presented.
A. Description of the Electrically Conductive Materials
Electrically conductive Shieldex 117f17 2-ply yarns, [19],
with a resistance of 3:9 
























Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the proposed unit cell, conductive materials
(yellow) and dielectric materials (grey). The dimensions are summarised in
Table I. (a) Overview of the unit cell and boundary conditions (D = 1:5 m).
(b) Side view of the unit cell and its layers. (c) Top layer of the unit cell and
its dimensions. (d) Bottom layer of the unit cell and its dimensions.
tive warp and weft threads. The ply number means the number
of initial threads that are twisted around one another to create
a single and stronger thread. These threads consist of two plies
and each ply is formed by 17 filaments and weights 117 dtex.
The diameter of the Shieldex 117f17 2-ply yarns is dShieldex =
0:3 mm. Figure 2a shows a sample of a Shieldex 117f17 2-ply
yarn, whereas in Fig. 2b the unraveled filaments from a single
ply are depicted.
B. Description of the Dielectric Materials
For the dielectric parts of the FSS two different types of
threads have been used. For the weft threads, high tenacity
white polyethersulfone (commonly known as PES) 550 dtex
has been employed. The diameter of the PES yarns is dPES
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Fig. 2. Employed conductive thread. (a) Shieldex 117f17 2-ply thread sample.




Fig. 3. Employed dielectric weft thread. (a) High tenacity PES 550 dtex
thread sample. (b) Unraveled filaments.
= 0:3 mm. Figure 3a shows a sample of a high tenacity PES
thread, whereas Fig. 3b describes the unraveled filaments of
the sample sample. For the warp threads, white polyethylene-
terephthalate (commonly known as PET or polyester) 76f24,
which means that it is composed of 76 filaments with 24
dtex, has been used. The diameter of the PET yarns is dPET =
0:1 mm. Figure 4a depicts a sample of a PET 76f24 thread,
whereas Fig. 4b shows the unraveled filaments of the same
sample.
IV. DESIGN OF THE WOVEN FSS
A broadband bandstop FSS is proposed. The FSS has
been designed from a unit cell to which PBC has been
applied, leading to an ideal infinite FSS. Nevertheless, a finite




















Fig. 5. Woven substrate. (a) Top view. (b) Side view.
to compare the simulations with the measurements. First, a
sample of the dielectric substrate has been manufactured and
electromagnetically characterised in order to design the FSS
and, therefore, translate it into a woven prototype.
The substrate of the FSS is a multilayered fabric composed
of three layers of weft PES threads interwoven using warp
PET yarns, leading to a satin woven structure. Due to the air
gaps between the threads, a sample of the substrate has been
manufactured and electromagnetically characterised using an
Agilent Technologies 85072A Split Cylinder Resonator and
its relative dielectric permittivity and loss tangent have been
found to be esubs = 1:7 and tan()subs = 0:00362, respectively.
Figure 5a represents the top view of a sample of the woven
substrate whereas Fig. 5b shows a side view of the woven
substrate.
The woven prototype is composed of three layers: two
dielectric layers in which the conductive square-rings are
inserted, separated by an insulating layer. The three layers are
identical, except for the positions where the dielectric threads
have been substituted by conductive threads to implement
the resonators. The conductive square rings placed in the top
layer are translated into 5 Shieldex threads as shown in Fig.
6a, which will be simulated as 5 conductive strips, separated
a distance sT between centres and whose widths are dT =
dShieldex, as it can be seen in Fig. 6c. The conductive square
rings placed in the bottom layer are translated into 7 Shieldex












Fig. 6. Schematic drawing of the proposed unit cell and its dimensions.
The dimensions are summarised in Table II. (a) Top view. (b) Bottom view.
(c) Detailed view of the dimensions (top view). (d) Detailed view of the
dimensions (bottom view).
TABLE II
DIMENSIONS OF THE WOVEN FSS
Dimensions (mm)
Top layer Bottom layer Unit cell
LT WT dT sT LB WB dB sB L H
34 5 0:3 1:175 30 7:5 0:3 1.2 45 1
threads as shown in Fig. 6b, which will be simulated as 7
conductive strips, separated a distance sB between centres and
whose widths are dB = dShieldex, as it can be seen in Fig. 6d.
The mentioned dimensions are summarised in Table II.
V. SIMULATIONS
The proposed design has been analysed using the 3D full–
wave High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) software.
First, an infinite FSS modelled as one unit cell (described
in Section IV) with PBC has been simulated under normal
incidence conditions and the result has been compared with
the simulation of a finite structure. Then, the behaviour of the
finite FSS in terms of angle of polarisation, angle of incidence
and radius of curvature has been studied.
Two infinite arrays of resonators have been simulated ap-
plying PBC to a unit cell placing two ports at a distance of
D/2 = 0:75 m from each side of the FSS, respectively, as pre-
viously illustrated in Fig. 1a. In Fig. 7, the individual behaviour
of the resonators, using PCB, in the top and bottom layers has
been represented. The resonators in the top and bottom layers
present a bandstop behaviour at a central frequency of 3:4 GHz
and 5:1 GHz, respectively. The simulated individual behaviour
of the electric field is depicted in Fig. 8. Figure 8a represents
the electric field at 5:1 GHz for a unit cell with PBC composed
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Fig. 7. Simulated individual behaviour of the resonators in the top and bottom
layers using the PCB conditions.
their behaviour at 3:4 GHz. Figure 8c represents the electric
field at 3:4 GHz for a unit cell with PBC composed only of
the bottom layer resonators, whereas Fig. 8d represents their
behaviour at 5:1 GHz.
An infinite FSS (using both arrays of resonators) has been
simulated, leading to a broadband bandstop behaviour of the
complete FSS, as a result of the coupling phenomena between
the two layers of resonators. A finite version 9  9 unit–
cell has also been simulated in the middle between two horn
antennas separated a distance D. The simulated S21 parameter,
normalised by the response in the abscence of the FSS, is
shown in Fig. 9a. The dimensions of the simulated horns
are identical to the dimensions of the real horns which have
been used for the experimental validation. The comparison
between the simulation of both jS21j parameters can be seen
in Fig. 10. The non-shaded range of frequencies represents the
frequencies in which a single-mode operation of the horns is
guaranteed.
To study the behaviour of the designed FSS in terms of
the angle of polarisation, the FSS has been simulated rotating
it around its Z–axis, from  = 0 to  = 45 as depicted in
Fig. 9b. The simulated jS21j parameter for the different angles
of polarisation is shown in Fig. 11. Although the minimum
value of the jS21j parameter is modified with the angle of
polarisation, the attenuation level remains over 10 dB in the
non–shaded region. Consequently, the FSS presents an stable
performance in terms of the angle of polarisation.
To study the behaviour of the designed FSS in terms of
the angle of incidence, the FSS has been simulated rotating it
around its Y–axis, from  = 0 to  = 45 as depicted in Fig.
9c. The simulated jS21j parameter for the different angles of
incidence is shown in Fig. 12. The simulated FSS presents a
stable performance in terms of its angle of incidence.
To study the behaviour of the designed FSS in terms of its
radius of curvature, the FSS has been simulated bending it
around a cylinder whose axis is parallel to the X–axis, from a
radius R = 400 mm to R = 600 mm, as depicted in Fig. 9d. The
minimum distance between the FSS and the transmiter horn is
D=2. The simulated jS21j parameter for the different radii of
curvature is shown in Fig. 13. Although the minimum value
of the jS21j parameter is modified with the radius of curvature,
the attenuation level remains over 10 dB in the non–shaded
region. Consequently, the FSS presents an stable performance
in terms of the radius of curvature.
















Fig. 8. Simulated individual behaviour of the normalised electric field (PBC).
(a) Resonators in the top layer at 5:1 GHz. (b) Resonators in the top layer at
3:4 GHz. (c) Resonators in the bottom layer at 3:4 GHz. (d) Resonators in
the bottom layer at 5:1 GHz. (e) Common scale for (a) to (d) representations.
VI. FABRICATION PROCESS
A finite 9 9 unit cells FSS has been manufactured using
an industrial Mu¨Grip loom. The manufacturing process has
been based on satin weaving. The conductive warp yarns
are previously mounted in the loom and the conductive weft
threads are inserted in the fabric during the fabrication process
leading to two conductive lattices in either side of the fabric,
instead of the required square-rings. As the leftover conductive
material has not been interwoven in the fabric during the
manufacturing process, but it has been left loose, it then can be
easily removed. A finishing process is needed after removing
the fabric from the loom in order to achieve the requirements.
Figure 14 depicts a generic finishing process which starts with
the insertion of the fabric in liquid chemicals, then needling
the fabric and finally applying heat to dry it. The manufactured
FSS has been heated at 185 on the frame of the stenter
machine.
The top and bottom views of the manufactured prototype


















Fig. 9. Schematic drawings of the different set–ups to simulate the finite FSS
(D = 1:5 m). (a) Normal incidence. (b) Angle of polarisation. (c) Angle of
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Infinite FSS (PBC)
Finite FSS (9⨯9 unit cells)
Fig. 10. Simulated jS21j parameter for an infinite FSS (unit cell and PBC)






















Fig. 11. Influence of the polarisation angle on the finite FSS performance.
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R = ∞
R = 400 mm
R = 500 mm
R = 600 mm
Fig. 13. Influence of the radius of curvature on the finite FSS performance.
the unit cells from the top and bottom layers are shown in
Fig. 15c and d, respectively. A side view of the manufactured
prototype is depicted in Fig. 15e.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
The prototype has been experimentally validated using the
set-ups depicted in Fig. 16. The set-ups are composed of a
wooden canvas, in which the prototype has been assembled
and allows the required movements for the validation under
different angles of incidence, two horn antennas mounted in
rotary platforms for the validation of the different angles of
polarisation and a vector network analyzer. The S21 parameter
between the horn antennas, for each set-up, calibrated by using
the response between the antennas without the FSS, has been
measured using an Agilent N5247A PNA-X vector network
analyzer and compared with the simulations.
The FSS has been experimentally validated under normal
incidence conditions using the set-up shown in Fig. 16a. The























Fig. 15. Manufactured prototype. The dimensions are summarised in Table
II. (a) Top view. (b) Bottom view. (c) Magnification of a unit cell from the
top layer. (d) Magnification of a unit cell from the bottom layer. (e) Side view
of the prototype compressed between two metallic sheets.
seen in Fig. 17. In the nominal frequency band of the horn
antennas, represented as the non-shaded part of the figure, the
manufactured FSS provides a bandstop behaviour, jS21j <  10
dB, which provides a 1:8 GHz stopband centered at 5 GHz,
with a 10 dB minimum attenuation. The predicted simulated
data agree with the measurements, although the differences
may be due to the approximations taken into account in the
simulations. In the simulations, conductive flat strips are em-
ployed for the resonators, whereas the manufactured conduc-
tive woven paths are slightly longer due to the weaving curves.
For this reason, the measured range of working frequencies is
slightly lower than the simulated one.
The FSS has been experimentally validated for different
angles of polarisation using the set-up shown in Fig. 16b in
which the antennas have been mounted on the rotary platforms.
The comparison between simulations and measurements is
depicted in Fig. 18. In the single mode frequency range of the
antennas, represented as the non-shaded part of the figure, the
manufactured FSS has a bandstop behaviour. Consequently,
the FSS exhibits a stable performance in terms of the po-
larisation angle. This represents an interesting point for the
potential use of the proposed FSS as a wall cover to filter
undesired frequencies.














Fig. 16. Measurement set-ups (D = 1:5 m). (a) Normal incidence. (b)
Polarisation angle set-up. (c) Angle of incidence set-up. (d) Bending angle
set-up.
The FSS has also been experimentally validated for different
angles of incidence using the set-up shown in Fig. 16c with
a rotary canvas. The comparison between simulations and
measurements can be seen in Fig. 19. As predicted, in the
single mode frequency range of the antennas, the manufactured


















Fig. 17. Simulated jS21j parameter for an infinite FSS (unit cell and PBC)

































meas. θ = 45º
Fig. 18. Simulated and measured influence of the polarisation angle on the
finite FSS performance.
a stable performance in terms of the angle of incidence, rein-
forcing its applicability in the aforementioned wall covering.
Due to its flexibility, the FSS has been experimentally
validated for different radii of curvature using the set-up
shown in Fig. 16d. The FSS has been bent around different
cardboard pieces to achieve the required radius of curvature.
The comparison between simulations and measurements is
shown in Fig. 20. As predicted in the simulations, in the single
mode frequency range of the antennas, the manufactured FSS



































Fig. 19. Simulated and measured influence of the angle of incidence on the
finite FSS performance.
























R = 400 mm
R = 500 mm
R = 600 mm
Fig. 20. Simulated and measured influence of the radius of curvature on the
finite FSS performance.
stable performance in terms of the radius of curvature. This
fact is the great interest for the before mentioned application
regarding covering a wall. For this purpose, it is not necessary
to attach the woven FSS to the wall, as it works properly
under bent conditions. Consequently, the FSS can be used as
a curtain, leading to an easily removable filter.
VIII. CONCLUSION
A novel broadband flexible fully textile-integrated bandstop
FSS has been presented. To validate the design, a 9 9 unit–
cell prototype has been manufactured and experimentally char-
acterised under different conditions, including different angles
of polarisation, angles of incidence or radius of curvature.
A good agreement between simulations and measurements
has been achieved, experimentally verifying the theoretically
predicted behaviour of the textile structure. Therefore, the
manufactured FSS exhibits a stable performance in terms of
the angle of polarisation, the angle of incidence and the radius
of curvature.
The manufacturing procedure using industrial textile ma-
chinery provides the possibility of manufacturing flexible
and large FSS, as opposed to other alternatives based in
conventional substrates, solving the fabrication problems of
large shielding surfaces.
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